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Michelle Bender
Yichus
A nineteenth cousin
by marriage,
years removed,
his teachings course
through my veins –
somewhat diluted
by the journey
across the Atlantic,
which splashed into
the bags of my grandfather
and his sisters,
making them cumbersome
to carry ashore.
Yet, it was
the Great Rabbi’s musser
that fed the non-paying
customers in Grandpa’s store,
the rationale of tzedakah
that handed them ample ration
and molded Grandpa’s words:
“I sell food – not diamonds!
What’s a can from my shelves
or a bologna sandwich?
Far less than what I left
behind in the corners
of the fields of Balbeershok.”
My Grandma also knew the Vilna Gaon;
he had filled the pockets of her apron
with chesed unassuming
and soft as lint,
and gave her strength
as she lifted
each curly-haired baby,
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Sarah Sassoon
Across the Border
I stand
two feet hopping on
the threshold
I think of the children
hands covering their ears
one two three
four hundred and sixty
try think of lucky shooting stars
mothers whisper therapists words
his small bones tremble
he draws on dove white paper
a cowering moon and stars under
a colourful skullcap overarching the sky
a hot white sun that sears
your backside as you descend down a blue metal slide
into the paper of the other
liquid, brown eyes
shut tight
she knows the name of each rocket whistling by
she used to know the name of each goat in the herd she draws
they stole her kite
set fire to her dreams
blew them into a red balloon that wailing winds carried over
far from her
my toes dance back and forth
one incendiary hot bed
to the other
they cannot rest
for I have tasted the hummus that is the same
across the border
On the Border Israel-Gaza, November 2018
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Dana Robbins
The Butterfly Dress
It was long and black with butterfly sleeves,
orange and turquoise flowers embroidered
down the front; bought in Jerusalem in the early
seventies, before the first intifada, when it was possible
for bus load of American girls to tumble
down the tunneled streets of the Arab market,
past the arched doorways of the houses,
where women stared out of dark hooded eyes,
through odiferous alley ways filled
with hurrying men laden with trussed sheep,
sacks of cinnamon and cumin.
We were supposed to wear the silly red hats
of our tour group but we ditched them to look pretty
for the Israeli soldiers. Blue eyes, green eyes,
the merchants called out from their stalls, filled
with mosaics and tiny cups for murky black coffee,
dresses hanging from the rafters like curtains.
I spent all my souvenir money to become Joseph
in a coat of many colors, my dreams woven into
bright flowers.
All through high school, I wore the dress,
was wearing it the day that my boyfriend neglected
to ask me to the prom. In my twenties, when I used it
as a bathrobe, my man worried that the winged
sleeves would catch fire at the stove, but my loins
caught fire instead; we married and had children who
looked at me with shining eyes, who were themselves
the dream that made me put aside my dreaming self.
3

At fourteen, my daughter found the dress
in the basement, where it lived during my lawyer days,
declared it her favorite piece of clothing, saying,
I would wear it all the time if I could, a thread
between us even when she seemed to most despise me.
In her twenties, she remade the dress to wear over jeans,
tattered threads trailing from still vibrant blooms.
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Dan MacIsaac
Miriam
And all the women went out after
her with timbrels and dancing.
—-Exodus 15:20

Always I watched over Moses
until he met his pillared El.
When he was a babe, I watched him
in his basket of bullrushes
cooing in the swirling eddies
until, coming to rest among
whispering Nile reeds, he charmed
Pharaoh’s daughter into treason.
The sunny, running youth stiffened
into man--a prophet stony
as the massive shrines of Egypt.
After the great plagues and the drowning
of Pharaoh’s terrible horsemen,
I led the women in dance and song.
That clamour of timbrel and flute,
broke through our dour prophet.
My brother laughed and leaped and spun,
lost in the flood of song.
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Dan MacIsaac
Uriah
The Hittite died also.
—-2 Samuel 11:17

Like Baal, the King knew my heart. He had me
stand and fight where the battle burned hottest.
Churned by great wheels, by lurching hooves,
dust loomed and smothered like the fog at Tyre,
like smoke from a city put to the torch.
I was a man who fought best on foot,
hacking at reins, ducking under iron
to stab and gut the squealing horses.
Through pillars of fume and flame, I brawled
until the flayed ground turned slick and black.
But I was caught. As dark birds circled down,
I would have roared out his name and cursed her,
but my throat was cut. He craved her like power.
And she, like my life, lay there for the taking.
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Esther Schnur-Berlot
Arguing with The Deceased
Philip Roth leaves me
with a more painful Oy
than Portnoy
The master chronic masturbator
wrote complaints on
every facet of Jewish ambivalence
in fifty years of writing fiction
Not uncommon
to have Semitic faces blotted out
in fashion magazines or TV commercials
They longed for gentile genetic faces
of blond blue eyed Aryan goddess
sought in commercials
and prized as wives
Roth’s misogyny was not hidden
he labeled girls
birthed by Jewish mothers
shrill, pushy and unattractive
It isn’t their fault they
were given the gift of speech
if cows could talk they’d say
the same idiotic things
Hitler did not give women
who look like me a pass
neither did Roth
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Esther Schnur-Berlot
Everything is Broken
My body parts are wrecked wrists, elbows, knees,
hips and back
The telephone is on the fritz-strange voices interrupt calls
I fret about frayed fabric sagging
on our second hand couch
the antique Lincoln rocker limps along
bearing my weight on its broken peg
Termites gnash at window frames
The bathroom is not flushing
my gut spews bitter poetry
The new normal pay-to-play concierge doctor listens
to my weary broken heart
Like wild weeds - Urgent Care
replaces vanished retail stores
Will ten minutes – be enough
to listen to your stethoscope
and hear my concerns
My petty thoughts pale
to a broken body politic
where weasel-word prayers
offered
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for dead and wounded children
caught in the cross-fire
shooting gallery in schools
while the NRA stalks out new outlets
to sell guns to teachers
children sob being separated
from mothers left in detention centers
Everything is broken
I find no answers
Blow in in the wind
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Nancy Lubarsky
This Fidel
The turquoise convertible, with the 1950’s
flair, drops us at a broken sidewalk in front
of El Patronato. Through locked metal gates
we see the paneled doors carved with the
twelve tribes of Israel. Years before, fifteen
thousand Cuban Jews caught whiff of a new
dictator, another upheaval. Most paddled or
flew to seek asylum. Those who remained
stayed silent. Left with nothing but their
birthright, they whispered it to their children.
This Fidel opens the gate, welcomes us. He is
bald, clean shaven, no army fatigues. Born
and raised in Havana, he maintains this
sanctuary with meager resources, waits for
the rabbi to circle back every few months. He
points to the gifts – siddurs in English and
Spanish, a Torah scroll from Livingston, New
Jersey, other tzedakah. He shows us Steven
Spielberg’s picture captioned with It reminds
me why I am proud to be a Jew. Next to it, the
other Fidel’s photo, finally celebrating Hanukkah
(an ancient revolution). This Fidel accepts toiletries
stowed in our backpacks, places them on makeshift
pharmacy shelves. We pose for pictures with him.
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Diana Anhalt
Family Tree, Annotated
It’s all that remains of my family who lived
in the shtetls near Warsaw and Łódź—part of
Russia one day, Poland the next—who stayed
behind when the others fled. Their letters ceased
after ’42 so we burrow for memories gone to
seed, shake out branches for old-world names,
often misspelled, scribble lives onto paper
grown brittle with age. My grandfather’s brother,
Maxim Zukowsky. He worked as a shochet in charge
of the ritual slaughter of chickens, married to
Channah. Her name’s been crossed out. No.
He married Rebecca. I think that she limped.
There’s a daughter, Rachel, who eloped with
a goy. Then a correction: Nope. She married
a boy who lived in ChelmEldest son, Herschel.
A Biblical scholar. As for the nephew—
Solly Zekowsky—Involved in a plot to murder
the Tsar. And Solly survived— No, you’re wrong.
He was shot. Borris, his brother, moved to New York,
refused to learn English. Missed the sausage and borsht,
returned to his village in time for the war. And penned
in the margin: They always told the same jokes twice,
laughed ‘til they cried. A note next to Shlomo, a cousin:
I think he turned off the light when they came for him.
Someone’s added: He probably took his violin.
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Jonathan Lewis
Tree of Life
Skeletal chimneys and barbed wire
in every direction; we searched
with our guide for BIIb,
the barrack where you once lived.
What we found: a foundation
of lichen-topped cement blocks.
And next to it, a miracle.
In this place, where the price
of a life was one cent,
an apple tree stands in full bloom.
Plump fruit pulls down its boughs.
This tree is a relic of Brzezinka,
the Polish village and its orchards
flattened under the boots of Birkenau.
Even more incredible,
our guide explains to us,
is that this fruit tree stood here
in 1944, just as you did.
Several months after our visit,
all the headlines bear the name
“ ”עץ חייםa massacre in Pittsburgh.
Whenever the name echoes in the news
I think of your apple tree,
still growing roots and thriving
beyond this tragedy, as you did.
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Adina Kopinsky
Elegy
This is the salad I would have made for you —
pomegranate
parsley
feta
These are the words I would have said —
while you hovered your fork above the arugula
And you.
The way your mother swore she’d carry her grief
like a pregnancy
And you.
The way your fingers curved upwards like flames
black fire on white fire beneath the chairs
But these words have been written before, and your tears
echo off walls we’ve built and rebuilt.
Who speaks when there is nothing left to say?
Whose heart
can break on a fault-line?
Shofar.
Silent.
Kingship.
Cast aside.
Zichronot.
Where’s the place? —
point a finger in the text —
Who by fire?
Who by fear?
Who by speech?
Who by silence?
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Maybe you’ll sleep another night; rise this morning
as if the bed were ashes, and you
a phoenix
in the shape of a lion, hovering over salad plates
and butter knives.
When I speak for the silenced I speak in metaphor;
words, like shrouds, cover the body elegantly,
billow upon the white page, trace the edges of a human form
until all we see is how broad each shoulder lies
at rest
beneath the cloth, the cocoon of a prayer shawl
is weathered wool beneath my fingers; I breathe
in the dust, see the dim light beneath its shelter
On tables piled high with neighbor’s cakes still wrapped in cellophane,
I raise my pen to write a poem; but find myself writing recipes instead —
Maybe you’re tethered
to this place through each extended hand,
each cheek,
each tear
drifting like a desert stream
When I speak for you, I speak in halting tones —
I speak in questions —
I speak in stories that don’t know how to end —
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Steven Caswell
After Pittsburgh
If you come, come for me first.
Like you did in Pittsburgh
come for the regular in that same
brown suit and herring-stained red tie,
whose white linen prayer shawl keeps falling
off his shoulders, who arrives at the start
of the service to pray and kibitz with friends
and pray some more, with fervor learned from
a father or uncle, or in my case
from my mother in a church pew fifty years ago,
before I was an old Jew, or one at all,
when she whispered stories to her five children
of the Klan and of you Nazis, her perfect devotional hatred
of you a second catholicism for us to profess,
one I now pray in Hebrew before chanting
to the glory of God in remembrance of our dead.
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Sam Hersh
Spoken For
Chaim, the family’s maven,
apprenticed cutting cloth then slaved felling trees.
Only after he retired
was I shown how to buy a suit:
Not this one – it's a shmatteh
The workmanship, dreck!
Soon, one spoke to him as he worked a fine gray worsted
between thumb and forefinger:
A real mechanic made this – this we’ll take
feel the fabric, inside, such stitching.
Later, he cut into the ritual fitting, borrowed
the tailor’s worn wax chalk, marked the inseam
for a slight break and mused:
The boychik dresses left; so now, he's a liberal?
No one mentioned the blue ink tattoo
on his left forearm, A-6438,
fading, barely legible.
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Helen Bar-Lev
Who Knows?
Father said that he purchased a kid for two zuzim,
a very cheap price,
but do we really believe him?
more logical that he stole it
because why else would he keep
a goat in the house…
where the cat could kill him?
But maybe we should pause right here
and question if this is an exaggeration,
because it’s really a stretch of the imagination
to think of a cat killing a goat
maybe the narrator meant a lion?
Or… maybe Father killed the goat
and said: The cat did it;
gave it a bit of meat to apologize…
and then the dog smelled the meat
and attacked the cat –
and stole the meat the cat ate –
we won’t say it killed the cat,
bad enough a dead goat,
we prefer to visualize that the feline
escaped unscathed…
now suddenly out comes a tricky stick,
no arm attached to it – but look closer,
through the cloak of invisibility –
is that Father beating the dog?
Now this is definitely cruelty to animals –
Did someone witness this? Report it to the SPCA?
Record it on a cell phone? Send the video to the media?
Put it up on You-Tube? Father Beats Poor Hungry Mongrel –
you can bet he’ll be fined, or taken to trial…
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Oh no! Now there’s a fire in the fields near the house –
Is this revenge on Father for beating the dog?
Who started it? Is it spreading? Will it consume the crops?
Should this be considered arson?
Quick, call the fire department, the police –
Wait! Did Father do this, to distract from the fact
that he beat that poor dog? If so, he’ll never admit it…
And now, as if by magic, out comes a bucket –
who holds it, no one knows –
perhaps another invisible person? – Mother?
The fact of the matter is that this is a waste of water –
after all there’s been a drought these many years,
which is how we ended up in Egypt in the first place,
and anyhow, by the time the bucket came on the scene
the fire had almost consumed itself, which is what fires do
in the desert, as we all know, except for the bucket-carrier,
maybe Mother, but probably Father…
At least the ox had a good drink, poor fellow,
beast of burden, all day long ploughing, turning mills,
and then, on the occasion of any celebration,
slaughtered and eaten; that is the gratitude of humans –
Quick beautiful ox, lap up that water
before Father gets any more ideas
…Uh oh, wouldn’t you know it?
the Slaughterer beat Father to it
so much killing in this narrative –
well, that’s the Bible for you –
now all the village is dividing up the ox –
forgive me – I can’t look;
well, to be philosophic,
Biblical people can’t really go to the supermarket
to buy meat all wrapped up in sanitized packaging,
can they?
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Well, well, poetic justice, just deserts and all that:
the Slaughterer just got it –
a slingshot to the forehead?
An arrow through the heart?
Sword, dagger, spear? –
weapon unimportant to the Angel of Death,
dead is dead and that is that,
bye-bye Slaughterer
Okay, God now, taking centre stage
slaughtering the Angel of Death –
(does that mean we’ll live forever?) –
(also, one wonders how it is possible to kill an Angel
and if Angels have blood… maybe the Lord chose
to poison this one, or give him a lethal injection or whatever…) –
who slew the Slaughterer
who slaughtered that innocent ox
who had spent all its life serving humans
and only wanted to drink the water
that put out the fire
that burned the stick that was beating that dog
who attacked the cat because it was hungry
because Father didn’t feed it,
and that covers it all, except for the goat
who is in Heaven and out of the house
so that Father has more room to stretch his legs
while Mother is in the kitchen, baking the matza.
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Laurence Levy-Atkinson
Potatoes
My grandfather spent an evening hidden under potatoes
In a basement in Holland
And said he could smell the dirt
On the German soldiers’ boots.
They filled their pockets with those potatoes,
Because even evil needs to eat,
While he just sank further and further into the brickwork,
Hoping they couldn’t smell what he was
By the stench of his blood.
He was not yet my grandfather or even a father,
Just a boy who was lucky;
Lucky their pockets weren’t big enough to hold more,
Lucky he was damn good at hiding,
A trait I hope I inherited from him.
We hide from different vices though.
It’s hard to picture the world he knew at my age,
Torn on all sides,
The pieces no longer fitting together like they used to;
And worse to know that that evening was just one of many for him,
Hardly standing out from all the others.
And it’s hard to remember that even evil needs to rest,
Or get its feet dirty,
Or once stole potatoes to feed its hunger,
Somewhere in a basement in Holland.
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Nancy Lubarsky
Budapest: Szimpla Kert Ruin Bar, 2018
We arrive early. Soon this place will be
stifling, packed with hipsters. But for now
we have a table to lean on. I keep my eye on
the twenty-somethings. The tattoos, the t-shirts
with graphics and pithy sayings, the hair—part
shaved with sharp angles. They wander in for cheap
beers and cocktails, lean against the bars, built with
worn doors. The brick walls—shell of an old apartment
building—reach up several stories. A freestanding
staircase, fashioned from wrought iron fences, leads
toward a roofless second floor. Absorbed in each
other’s banter, they don’t see the shadows or ghosts
that seep through fissures and cracks. They don’t hear
stories, voices—the full lives of previous tenants, who
lived too far south to hear box cars whistle through
Prague, or learn if there was any truth to the rumors.
Hitler, in his last desperate days, had no time to
transport Jews to the camps. They were marched from
these walls, through these doors, past these fences, until
they were lined up along the Danube, tied together for
eternity with a simple rope. One gunshot and they
tumbled in. All that remains—worn shoes, in various
shapes and sizes, left on the shore. Now, cast in
time—an iron monument to senseless death.
*Ruin Bars – bars in the old Jewish quarter of Budapest,
fashioned out of hollowed, bombed out apartment buildings.
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Melisa Cahnmann-Taylor
U.S. and Israeli Jews are Bound
And they came to the place which God had told him of;
and Abraham built an altar there, and laid the wood in order,
and bound Isaac his son, and laid him on the altar upon the wood.
—Genesis 22-9

Near the Golan Heights my friend points between his jaw
and collar bone, mimes a taut wire
he says started to loosen, then disappeared during a few years
post-doc work in a U.S. College town. This
after discussing with his wife where they'll put the bomb shelter,
how they'll vent its bathroom, how
they'll pay for it when the project starts: before or after Iran sends
its missile in their direction. Laughter.
These are conversations you don't have in Athens, Georgia,
he says. This is why you focus on mowing,
why his walkway is a litter of wild grasses and shrubbery thorns.
I walk with his wife, my dear friend for two
very important years, so long ago. A little fresh paint on her
smudged white walls. How easy it would be
for us to spend an hour sweeping, trimming the hedges. We shrug,
beseder? orderly enough after all, and this is not my house.
We pass many older men in white shirts, tallis strings at their hips,
yarmulkes on their heads. Shabbat Shalom,
each one greets my friend and she them and I am bound to these
words, too. Each time, I feel a tense filament--unknown
to me before--unwind. Shabbat shalom, shabbat shalom,
shabbat shalom.
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Dana Robbins
We Said Never Again
We said Never Forget and we did not
but they said it too, held onto their hatred
like a precious heirloom, until they found
each other in by-ways of the internet.
Brave and good people fought them
In battles, on the beaches of Normandy,
In field and forest, sea and sky. After Auschwitz,
we said Never Again but Nazis are back,
to deface our graveyards, to spray a Sabbath
service with machine guns, to murder Jews
at prayer in Pittsburgh. Now we must guard
our houses of worship like fortresses.
After Gettysburg, after all the marches,
the legal battles won, after Montgomery,
Birmingham, Selma, and Little Rock,
They are back with Confederate flags
and torches to take back what was never rightly
theirs to begin with, surge across a college campus
yelling, “Jews Will Not Replace Us,” to mow down
a woman who stood up for justice.
We said Never Again but we knew
they were coming, heard the undertone
of violence in their political rallies. We told
ourselves they were a dark nightmare of history
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vanquished forever but generations of old
race hatred; smolder like burning crosses
in their eyes, and like a blaze we thought was
quenched, they burst into flames.
We said Never Again. Now, dazed and weary,
we must keep our promise, to stand tall against
the sinister déjà vu of their hatred
and fight them once again.
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